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The photodissociation of methyl iodide at different wavelengths in the red edge of the A-band
�286–333 nm� has been studied using a combination of slice imaging and resonance enhanced
multiphoton ionization detection of the methyl fragment in the vibrational ground state ��=0�. The
kinetic energy distributions �KED� of the produced CH3��=0� fragments show a vibrational
structure, both in the I�2P3/2� and I��2P1/2� channels, due to the contribution to the overall process
of initial vibrational excitation in the �3�C–I� mode of the parent CH3I. The structures observed in
the KEDs shift toward upper vibrational excited levels of CH3I when the photolysis wavelength is
increased. The I�2P3/2� / I��2P1/2� branching ratios, photofragment anisotropies, and the contribution
of vibrational excitation of the parent CH3I are explained in terms of the contribution of the three
excited surfaces involved in the photodissociation process, 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1, as well as the
probability of nonadiabatic curve crossing 1Q1← 3Q0. The experimental results are compared with
multisurface wave packet calculations carried out using the available ab initio potential energy
surfaces, transition moments, and nonadiabatic couplings, employing a reduced dimensionality
�pseudotriatomic� model. A general qualitative good agreement has been found between theory and
experiment, the most important discrepancies being in the I�2P3/2� / �I�2P3/2�+I��2P1/2�� branching
ratios. Inaccuracies of the available potential energy surfaces are the main reason for the
discrepancies. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3257692�

I. INTRODUCTION

The photodissociation dynamics of CH3I attracted con-
siderable attention in the last decades owing to the fact that it
combines an interesting dynamics with a high accessibility
from a variety of both experimental and theoretical ap-
proaches �see Refs. 1 and 2 for recent reviews�.

The first absorption band of CH3I, the A-band, consists
of a broad featureless continuum ranging from 220 to 350
nm with a maximum at about 260 nm.3 It is well known that
the lowest energy electronic excitation in CH3I corresponds
to a n→�� transition, where a nonbonding p electron of
iodine is promoted to the lowest energy available antibond-
ing molecular orbital.4 The spin-orbit �SO� coupling is large
due to the presence of the heavy iodine atom and then a SO
configuration can be used for the first excited electronic
state.5 Three SO states are accessible through dipole allowed
transitions from the ground state. The 3Q1 and 1Q1 states �in
Mulliken’s notation6� through weak perpendicular transitions
and the 3Q0 state through a strong parallel transition.7 Only

the 3Q0 state correlates adiabatically with CH3�X̃ 2A2�
+I��2P1/2� products, while the 3Q1 and 1Q1 states correlate

with CH3�X̃ 2A2�+I�2P3/2�. A curve crossing between the 1Q1

and 3Q0 states complicates the origin of the I�2P3/2� frag-
ments, since, in principle, they can be produced both adia-
batically and nonadiabatically.8

The concerted theoretical and experimental efforts un-
raveled that most of the absorption can be attributed to the
3Q0 state �78% of the total absorption�.3 At the center of the
absorption band, the parallel transition to the 3Q0 state,
which has its maximum absorption at 261 nm, dominates the
absorption spectrum; at higher wavelengths the perpendicu-
lar transitions to the 3Q1 state, whose maximum is located
around 300 nm, gains in importance, raising its relative ab-
sorption strength to �25% at 304 nm.3,9

The analysis of the angular distribution of the photofrag-
ments provides a measurement of the strength of the 1Q1

← 3Q0 curve crossing. In the adiabatic picture, a pure per-
pendicular distribution �characterized by an anisotropy pa-

rameter �=−1� is expected for the CH3�X̃ 2A2�+I�2P3/2�
channel, whereas a pure parallel distribution �characterized
by an anisotropy parameter �=2� is expected for the

CH3�X̃ 2A2�+I��2P1/2� channel. Instead, early experimental
studies at 266 nm reported parallel distributions for both
dissociation channels, pointing out that most of the

CH3�X̃ 2A2�+I�2P3/2� products come from the 1Q1← 3Q0

curve crossing.8,10 Shapiro predicted that the curve crossing
probability increases with decreasing energy.11 This effect
was attributed to the fact that at increasing wavelengths, thea�Electronic mail: banares@quim.ucm.es.
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passage through the crossing region slows down, and conse-
quently, a greater crossing probability is expected.

Many experimental efforts have been done to solve the
problem of achieving an accurate determination of the
I��2P1/2� / �I��2P1/2�+I�2P3/2�� branching ratio and its depen-
dence on the excitation energy �from now on we will use I�

and I to refer to I��2P1/2� and I�2P3/2�, respectively, and CH3

to refer to CH3�X̃ 2A2��. The list includes time-of-flight
�TOF� mass spectrometry �TOFMS�8,12,13 state-selective ion-
ization and pulsed-field TOFMS,14 vacuum absorption,15 la-
ser induced fluorescence,16,17 IR emission,18–20 photoacoustic
spectroscopy,21,22 gain versus absorption spectroscopy,23

resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization �REMPI�,24,25

velocity map ion imaging,26,27 pulsed core-sampling photo-
fragment translational spectroscopy,28,29 and diode laser
spectroscopy.30,31 Most of the measurements have been car-
ried out around the center of the A-band, at �=266 and 248
nm, due to the availability of suitable lasers at these wave-
lengths. In both cases, the measured values lie between 0.70
and 0.81, with an overall spread of the measured data of
�10%. In the most complete study reported up to the date,
Eppink and Parker26,27 scanned the region between 240 and
333 nm. The measured I� / �I�+I� branching ratios take an
approximate constant value of �0.9 at wavelengths below
300 nm, and decrease rapidly at higher wavelengths, reach-
ing a value close to �0.1 at 333 nm. The anisotropy param-
eters, also reported, confirm a pure parallel mechanism for
the CH3+I� channel for all the wavelengths studied, while
the CH3+I channel reflects the dual mechanism involved:
below 300 nm the reported � takes a value above 1.5,
characteristic of a dominant parallel absorption; at higher
wavelengths, � drops to zero, reflecting the mixing of the
perpendicular absorption via the 3Q1 state and the parallel
1Q1← 3Q0.

The distribution of the dissociation excess energy among
the different photofragment degrees of freedom �DOF� fo-
cused the attention of many experimental and theoretical
works.10,12,20,26–29,32–39 About 90% of the available energy is
channeled into kinetic energy, although a substantial vibra-
tional excitation of the umbrella mode ��2� of CH3 has been
observed. In particular, the CH3+I channel shows vibrational
population inversion, in contrast with what is observed in the
CH3+I�, where the most populated vibrational state is
v=0.26–29,35–39 Some experiments have also shown some vi-
brational excitation of the CH3 symmetric stretch mode
��1�.26–29 Rotational excitation of the CH3 fragment is also
larger for the CH3+I� channel than for the CH3+I channel.

Theoretical studies on the photodissociation dynamics of
CH3I in the A-band are strongly coupled with the ab initio
calculations on the electronic structure, developed in parallel
to the experimental work. From a theoretical point of view,
CH3I is an attractive system because it has the advantage of
being a quasilinear system, but has more complex vibrational
motions than a simple linear triatomic molecule. Further-
more, its photodissociation dynamics mainly involves a par-
allel transition and the C3 symmetry axis is highly preserved.
The possible vibrational modes excited in the methyl frag-
ment are reduced to two: the symmetric stretch, �1, and the
umbrella mode, �2. The accepted dissociation mechanism is

a prompt bond breakage, very fast and directed along the
symmetry axis, so very little rotational excitation is ex-
pected.

The first theoretical studies on the photodissociation of
the CH3I were based on the model of Shapiro and Bersohn.40

In this model, the dissociation reaction happens in linear
configurations and the umbrella motion of the CH3 fragment
is treated as a C–X stretch mode, where X is a hypothetical
atom located in the center of mass �CM� of the H3. In the
first studies, empirical potential surfaces that were built to
agree with the measured absorption spectrum and vibrational
distributions of the CH3 fragment were used. Later
models11,41 used two diabatic potential surfaces and a radial
nonadiabatic coupling term to reproduce the two observed
dissociation channels. A significant advance on the theoreti-
cal understanding of the CH3I system came with the ab initio
calculations by Amatatsu et al.42 and the construction of the
corresponding potential energy surfaces for the two main
states �3Q0 and 1Q1� involved in the photodissociation, first
in six dimensions and later in full nine dimensions.43 These
potential surfaces were used in classical trajectory42,43 and
wave packet calculations.37,39,44 Improved potential energy
surfaces were produced by Xie et al.45 based on contracted
SO configuration interaction calculations using a better basis
set and more spin-free configurations, in order to better re-
produce the absorption spectrum of CH3I. These improved
potential surfaces were used in reduced dimensionality wave
packet calculations of rotationally selected CH3I and CD3I
�Ref. 45� and, more recently, focusing on time-resolved
properties.2,46 Recently, Alekseyev et al.1,47 employed larger
atomic basis sets and a larger configuration interaction treat-

ment to recalculate the X̃ 1A1 ground state and the low-lying
excited states, 3Q1, 3Q0, and 1Q1, together with the transition
moments relevant to the photodissociation of CH3I in the A
band, with the aim of improving the agreement between the
experimental and calculated absorption spectra.

In the present work we focused on the photodissociation
dynamics of CH3I in the red edge of the A absorption band
�286–333 nm�. In particular, the reddest wavelength we stud-
ied is 333.45 nm, which coincides with the wavelength em-
ployed for 2+1 REMPI detection of the CH3��=0� fragment
through the Q branch of the 3pz�

2A2← 2A2� 00
0 transition for

a two-photon process �i.e., a one-laser experiment�. The pho-
todissociation of CH3I at this wavelength was first studied by
Fairbrother et al.24 in a one-laser experiment by using
TOFMS and REMPI detection of the CH3 fragment. From
the arrival time profiles of the CH3

+ ions measured at differ-
ent linear polarizations of the photolysis �and detection� la-
ser, they found that at this wavelength the photolysis of CH3I
involves a transition with significant parallel and perpendicu-
lar character. They were able to observe both I and I� chan-
nels and deduced that both the 3Q0 and 3Q1 potential energy
surfaces are involved in the production of CH3��=0� in cor-
relation with I atoms. In addition, they provided an upper
limit for the conical intersection between the 3Q0 and 1Q1

potential surfaces of �30 500 cm−1 and concluded that a
contribution from the 3Q1 state to the long wavelength ab-
sorption of CH3I should be considered in future theoretical
modeling of this system. Eppink and Parker26 observed that
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the images measured toward the photolysis wavelength 333
nm show nearly pure I channel �with a I� quantum yield
lower than 0.1�, but the anisotropy parameter close to zero
indicates still a large parallel contribution in the initial ab-
sorption, which subsequently undergoes curve crossing.

A good theoretical description of the red edge of the A
absorption band of CH3I is a challenge both for electronic
structure calculations of the potential energy surfaces
involved47 and for quantum dynamics calculations. In this
work, we present an effort directed to understand the in-
volvement of different potential energy surfaces with differ-
ent parallel and perpendicular characters and the presence of
a conical intersection influencing the dynamics in a region of
a very weak absorption cross section. High resolution slice
imaging experiments are directly compared with the results
of multisurface wave packet calculations including all rel-
evant potential energy surfaces and nonadiabatic transitions.
The analysis of the experimental kinetic energy and angular
distributions of the produced CH3��=0� fragment in correla-
tion with I and I� atoms, in combination with this multisur-
face wave packet calculations, allows an unprecedented de-
tailed description of the photodissociation dynamics of CH3I
in terms of the contribution of the three excited surfaces
involved in the process, 3Q1, 3Q0, and 1Q1, as well as the
probability of nonadiabatic curve crossing 1Q1← 3Q0.

The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III, the
experimental and theoretical methods are presented. Sections
IV and V describe the most relevant experimental and theo-
retical results. A discussion is presented in Sec. VI and, fi-
nally, Sec. VII is dedicated to present the most important
conclusions of the work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The imaging experiments presented here have been per-
formed in a recently improved velocity map imaging setup
adapted to the slice imaging technique. With the traditional
velocity mapping technique,48 an inversion method is needed
to process the raw crushed images in order to recover the
three-dimensional �3D� product speed distribution from the
two-dimensional �2D� projection. In contrast with the slice
imaging technique, the 3D distribution is directly obtained
from the sliced images,49 without the artificial noise intro-
duced by the transform methods and an enhanced energy
resolution in relation to that achieved with the velocity map-
ping technique. We used delayed pulsed extraction slicing50

in the single field configuration developed by Kitsopoulos
and Papadakis and described in detail in Ref. 51. Briefly, the
delayed pulsed extraction allows the ion cloud to spread in
velocities so that the arrival time of the ion packet at the
detector has a width of several hundreds of nanoseconds. By
using a narrow detector time gate of a few nanoseconds, we
were able to image only the center slice of the ion packet. In
the single field configuration, only two electrodes are used.
Unlike previous velocity mapping and slicing methods where
the focusing condition is obtained by adjusting the voltage
on the second field ion lens, in the single field configuration,

the focusing condition is met when the starting position
along TOF axis is at a specific distance from either the re-
peller or the extractor.

A molecular beam is created by expanding a gas mixture
of CH3I in He �10%, 1 atm backing pressure� into vacuum
using a pulsed nozzle �General Valve Series 9, 0.5 mm ori-
fice�. The gas pulse passes through a skimmer �Beam Dy-
namics Standard Model 2, 0.5 mm orifice� and is intersected
at right angles by the photolysis laser beam. The experiments
were performed at 286.16, 305, 310, 315, 325, and 333.45
nm to cover the red edge of the A-band absorption of CH3I.
Two different types of pump-and-probe schemes were used.
In the experiments carried out at 305, 310, 315, and 325 nm,
the photolysis laser consists of a MOPO laser �Spectra-
Physics 730D10� pumped by a neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet �Nd:YAG� laser �Quanta Ray Pro Series
230� at 355 nm. The resulting radiation of typically
�500 �J per pulse was focused into the reaction chamber
with a lens of 25 cm focal length. The CH3 fragments pro-
duced are ionized 10 ns later with a focused �30 cm focal
length� probe pulse of �1.5 mJ generated by a Nd:YAG
�Quanta Ray Pro Series 190� pumped frequency doubled dye
laser �SIRAH�. The probe laser wavelength was set at 333.45
nm, centered at the Q branch of the 3pz�

2A2← 2A2� 00
0 tran-

sition for a two-photon process. In the experiments carried
out at the photolysis wavelengths of 286 and 333.45 nm,
coincident with REMPI� transitions of the methyl fragment
�the Q branch of the 4pz�

2A2← 2A2� 00
0 transition is located at

286.15 nm�, the temporal width of the pulses ��10 ns� al-
lows us to use the same laser pulse as pump and probe �one-
laser experiments�. In the two-color two-laser experiments,
the probe laser energy was kept as low as possible in order to
have the minimum single laser contribution. Background im-
ages in the same condition than the pump-and-probe data
were taken alternatively and later on subtracted prior to the
image integration.

The generated ions are accelerated by the ion optics and
pass through a field-free TOF region before hitting the im-
pedance matched microchannel plates �MCPs� �Chevron
configuration, 40 mm diameter�. The gain of the MCPs can
be gated with a high voltage pulse to allow only the ions of
interest to be detected. The resulting electron avalanche
strikes a phosphor screen �P47�, thereby creating the ion im-
age, which is recorded by a charged-coupled device camera
�SONY 1024�768 pixel, controlled using National Instru-
ments �NI� LABVIEW 7.1 and IMAQ VISION software� and ana-
lyzed with a commercial software �DAVIS�. The final image is
obtained as the sum of around 40 000–100 000 laser shots
depending on the quality of the signal.

Slice images of the CH3
+ ions are recorded using a 500 ns

extraction delay applied on the repeller plate and an effective
10 ns detector gate on the front MCP. The repeller voltage
used is 5000 V and the detector voltages are 3.4 kV between
back �output� MCP and phosphor screen and 1200 V be-
tween back and front �input� MCPs. The front MCP is gated
using a pulse of 500 V. Ion images are recorded using two
laser polarization geometries: X geometry �laser polarization
parallel to the detector surface� and Z geometry �laser polar-
ization perpendicular to the detector surface�. Angular distri-
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butions determined from the pump-and-probe XX images are
normalized by the angular distributions measured in the cor-
responding ZX images, thus removing any systematic errors
such as detector inhomogeneities.

III. THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY

A. Reduced dimensionality model

In order to describe the CH3I system the reduced dimen-
sionality model of Guo35,37 has been used. In this model the
CH3I molecule is considered as a CXI pseudotriatomic mol-
ecule where the pseudoatom X�X=H3� is located at the
center-of-mass �CM� of the three H atoms. The model con-
siders three degrees of freedom �DOFs� represented by the
�R ,r ,�� Jacobi coordinates. The dissociation coordinate R is
the distance between I and the CH3 �or C–X� CM, r is the
C–X distance, which represents the umbrella bend of the
C–H3 group ��2�, and � is the angle between the vectors
associated with R and r, and it represents the X–C–I bend
��6�. Modeling the umbrella mode of the C–H3 group in
CH3I as a C–X stretch has been applied in various theoretical
works, including both three35,37,44,45 and two11,36,40,41 dy-
namical DOFs, and they were able to reproduce successfully
most of the experimental data. It has been discussed that the
good description provided by the model is due to a large
extent to the fact that dissociation occurs mainly along col-
linear configurations.

In the case of the 3D model applied in this work, the
specific expression of the nuclear kinetic energy operator has
been given in detail in a previous work.2 Similarly, the con-
stant and equilibrium values of the corresponding magni-
tudes used in the present calculations are also the same as
those specified in Ref. 2.

B. Potential energy surfaces and initial state

The CH3I photodissociation process in the A-band simu-
lated here occurs upon optical excitation of the system from

the X̃ 1A1 ground electronic state to the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1

excited electronic states. Thus, four electronic potential en-
ergy surfaces are involved in the simulation of this process.

The X̃ 1A1, 1Q1, and 3Q1 electronic surfaces correlate asymp-
totically with the CH3+I�2P3/2� products, while the 3Q0 sur-
face correlates with the CH3+I��2P1/2� products. In addition

to the coupling of X̃ 1A1 to the three excited electronic states
through electric-dipole moments, the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states are
nonadiabatically coupled.

In order to model the four electronic potential energy
surfaces we used available high-quality ab initio calculations

of those surfaces. In the case of the X̃ 1A1 ground state, the
potential surface is represented as a sum of three potential
interactions in the RC–I �the C–I nuclear distance�, r, and �
coordinates, respectively. The interaction potential in the
RC–I coordinate is taken from the recently reported 2D
ground-state potential for CH3I, obtained by means
of multireference SO configuration interaction ab initio
calculations.1,52 The potential interactions in the r and � co-
ordinates are modeled by harmonic oscillator functions. A

detailed description of the X̃ 1A1 potential surface used has
been given elsewhere.2

For the 3Q0 and 1Q1 excited electronic states and the
nonadiabatic coupling between them, we used the ab initio
surfaces calculated by Xie et al.,45 which are an improved
version of the previous nine-dimensional surfaces of Am-
atatsu et al.43 The surfaces and nonadiabatic coupling of
Refs. 43 and 45 have the same functional form, only differ-
ing in the value of some of the parameters used to fit the
ab initio data, as a result of the larger basis set used in the
ab initio calculations of Ref. 45. In order to reduce the di-
mensionality of the nine-dimensional surfaces, six out of the
nine coordinates were fixed at their equilibrium values. Spe-
cifically, the three C–H distances were fixed to the value r1

=r2=r3=2.05266a0, the angle � between the plane contain-
ing the I–C bond and the plane containing one of the C–H
bonds was fixed to 0°, and the three � angles �one of which
is redundant� between the two planes containing C–H bonds
were fixed to �1=�2=�3=120° �see Fig. 1 of Ref. 43�. The
resulting 3D surfaces are transformed to the �R ,r ,�� Jacobi
coordinates employed in the calculations.

Regarding the 3Q1 state, the 2D ab initio potential en-
ergy surface of Alekseyev et al. has been used.1,52 This 2D
surface does not consider the dependence on the � coordi-
nate. In order to model the � dependence of the 3Q1 surface,
it was assumed that such a dependence is the same as that of
the 1Q1 ab initio potential energy surface of Ref. 43. More
specifically, the � dependence of the 1Q1 surface was fitted
analytically assuming a fixed value of r �the r equilibrium
value, re, in the CH3–I interaction region� and varying R
along the CH3–I dissociation pathway. In this way an ana-
lytical function f�re ,R ,�� is obtained which is added to the
2D 3Q1 ab initio potential, providing the � dependence of the
surface along the dissociation coordinate R.

The electric-dipole moment functions �ge�RC–I� which

couple radiatively the X̃ 1A1 ground state with the three ex-
cited electronic states were taken from the ab initio calcula-
tions of Alekseyev et al.47,52 Actually, the ab initio �ge�RC–I�
functions were fitted to analytical forms. In particular, the ab

initio �ge�RC–I� function for the 3Q0← X̃ 1A1 parallel transi-
tion was fitted to a straight line �ge�RC–I�=aRC–I−b, with
a=0.59 Da0

−1 and b=1.92 D, in the RC–I range where
�ge�RC–I�	1 D, and this function was transformed to the
�R ,r ,�� Jacobi coordinates. For larger distances of the
Jacobi R coordinate, the transition moment function
1.0 / �1.0+exp�2.0�R−9.8��� suggested by Shapiro11 was

used. The ab initio �ge�RC–I� functions for the 1Q1← X̃ 1A1

and 3Q1← X̃ 1A1 perpendicular transitions were fitted to

exponential functions �ge�RC–I�=A exp�−
�RC–I− R̄C–I��,
with A=0.47 D, 
=2.858a0

−1, and R̄C–I=3.8a0 for the tran-

sition to 1Q1 and A=0.265 D, 
=2.91a0
−1, and R̄C–I=3.8a0

for the transition to 3Q1.
As we shall see below, there is evidence in the present

experiments that excitation of CH3I from X̃ 1A1 to the three
excited electronic states takes place from vibrational states
v�0 of the C–I stretch mode, for the excitation wavelengths
of current interest. Thus, dynamics simulations have been
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carried out for initial states involving the ground vibrational

state of CH3I in the X̃ 1A electronic state, and also involving
the excitations v=1–5 of the C–I stretch vibration. All the
above �v

JiKi�R ,r ,�� initial states were calculated variationally
using the Fourier grid Hamiltonian method,53 with total an-
gular momentum quantum numbers Ji=0 and Ki=0 �being Ki

the projection of the total angular momentum Ji onto the
body-fixed z axis�. The procedure employed has been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.2

C. Wave packet dynamical simulations

A separate dynamical simulation is carried out for each
�v

JiKi�R ,r ,�� initial state �v=0–5�. By exciting each
�v

JiKi�R ,r ,�� state to the three excited Q electronic states, a
wave packet is prepared,

v�R,r,�,�R,Q,t = 0�

= �1,v
J	K	�R,r,�,�R,t = 0�	1
 + �2,v

J	K	�R,r,�,�R,t = 0�	2


+ �3,v
J	K	�R,r,�,�R,t = 0�	3
 , �1�

where 	1
, 	2
, and 	3
, denote the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1 excited
electronic states, respectively, Q denotes the electronic coor-
dinates, and �R is the angle between the laser electric field
polarization direction and the CH3–I molecular axis R. For a

parallel transition like 3Q0← X̃ 1A1 the values of J and K
allowed are J=Ji �forbidden if Ki=0�, Ji�1, and
K=Ki.

45,54,55 This means that since in our case 	JiKi
= 	00
,
for �1,v

J	K	 we have J=1 and K=0. For a perpendicular

transition like 1Q1← X̃ 1A1 and 3Q1← X̃ 1A1, J=Ji, Ji�1,
K=Ki�1.45,54,55 Thus, for both �2,v

J	K	 and �3,v
J	K	 we have that

J=1, K= �1, with the two components K=1 and K=−1 hav-
ing equal weight in each packet �2,v

11 and �3,v
11 . After some

algebra one can determine that the specific expressions of the
three initial packets are54,55

�1,v
10 �R,r,�,�R,t = 0�

= � 1

8�2�1/2
�v

00�R,r,���01�R,r,��cos �R,

�2,v
11 �R,r,�,�R,t = 0�

= − i� 1

8�2�1/2
�v

00�R,r,���02�R,r,��sin �R, �2�

�3,v
11 �R,r,�,�R,t = 0�

= − i� 1

8�2�1/2
�v

00�R,r,���03�R,r,��sin �R,

where �01, �02, and �03 are the transition dipole moment
functions coupling the ground state with the states 	1
, 	2
,
and 	3
, respectively, and the initial packets exhibit the fa-
miliar cos �R or sin �R angular dependence for parallel and
perpendicular transitions, respectively. In all of the simula-
tions a grid consisting of a 15 point Gauss–Legendre quadra-
ture has been used to represent the �R angle.

The experiments to be simulated were carried out using
nanosecond laser pulses. The time scale of CH3I photodisso-
ciation is much shorter, �100–200 fs. Therefore we as-

sumed in the simulations that the temporal profile of the
nanosecond laser pulse does not vary significantly during the
photodissociation process, and this profile was considered
constant.

The time evolution of the amplitudes �1,v
10 , �2,v

11 , and �3,v
11

is governed by a set of time-dependent coupled equations,

i��̇1,v
10

�̇2,v
11

�̇3,v
11
� =  Ĥ1 V̂12 0

V̂21 Ĥ2 0

0 0 Ĥ3

��1,v
10

�2,v
11

�3,v
11 � , �3�

where Ĥi= T̂+ V̂i and V̂12�V̂12= V̂21� is the nonadiabatic cou-
pling term between the 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces. In order to
solve Eq. �3� the wave packet is represented in a basis set
consisting of a 2D rectangular grid for the radial coordinates
and an angular basis including 24 Legendre polynomials for
the � coordinate. The rectangular grid consists of 450 equi-
distant points in the R coordinate in the range 3.5a0	R
	16.0a0 and 32 equidistant points in the r coordinate in the
range −1.6a0	r	1.6a0. Propagation of the wave packet is
performed by representing the evolution operator by means
of a Chebychev polynomial expansion. The wave packet was
propagated for 200 fs with a time step �t=0.4 fs. The wave
packet is absorbed at the edge of the grid in the R coordinate
after each propagation time step by multiplying each �i,v

J	K	

packet by the function exp�−
�R−Rabs�2�, with 
=0.9a0
−2

and Rabs=13.0a0.
It is noted that the three wave packets of Eq. �3� to be

propagated have total angular momentum J=1. In our simu-
lations we treated this overall rotation in an approximate way
using the centrifugal-sudden approximation. To this purpose

we added to the J=0 Hamiltonians Ĥi of Eq. �3� the term
�J�J+1�−2K2� /2�RR2, with the appropriate J and K values
for each �i,v

J	K	 packet. We believe that this is a good approxi-
mation for such a low value as J=1.

We also note that the Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. �3� does
not depend on the angle �R. Then one might think that it is
enough to propagate �i,v

J	K	�R ,r ,� , t� packets without the �R

dependence �either cos �R or sin �R�, which can be added to
each �i,v

J	K	�R ,r ,� , t� packet at the end of the time propaga-

tion. This is not possible, however, due to the V̂12 nonadia-
batic coupling term which mixes amplitude of the �1,v

10 and
�2,v

11 packets, which have a different �R dependence �see Eq.
�2��. Thus, in this case, the calculation of photodissociation
differential cross sections implies to transform a three
nuclear DOF problem into an effective four DOF problem.

In order to obtain observable distributions of interest, the
wave packet is projected out in the asymptotic region onto
the states of the product fragments, namely, CH3+I� and
CH3+I. For these two dissociation channels the wave packet
is projected out onto the rovibrational states of the C–X
product �corresponding to the umbrella and bending modes�
for the various excitation wavelengths probed in the experi-
ment. Only the ground vibrational state �=0 of the umbrella
mode is considered, since this is the vibrational state de-
tected in the experiment. The projected out distributions are
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obtained using the method of Balint-Kurti et al.56,57 The pro-
cedure followed in our specific case has been described
elsewhere.2

The final distributions of interest obtained from each
simulation started by exciting a given �v

00�R ,r ,�� initial state
are weighted by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution f�Ev ,T�
�being Ev the eigenenergy of the �v

00�R ,r ,�� state and T the
vibrational temperature� and then added together in order to
obtain distributions comparable with the experimental ones.
Unfortunately it is hard to estimate the vibrational tempera-
ture in the experiment, so actually T becomes a parameter of
the theoretical model. We used T=255 K since we find that
this value provides the best agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical results.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Kinetic energy distributions

Figure 1 shows a series of sliced images corresponding
to CH3��=0� recorded for different photolysis laser wave-
lengths in the red tail region of the A absorption band of
CH3I between 286.15 and 333.45 nm. Three features can be
distinguished in all the images: two more or less anisotropic
rings corresponding to the formation of CH3��=0� in corre-

lation with I and I� and a low-recoil anisotropic contribution
which develops to a series of rings for the image taken at
333.45 nm.

At the bluest photolysis wavelength 286.15 nm, the inner
anisotropic ring, which corresponds to the CH3��=0�+I�

channel, dominates the image while the outer anisotropic
ring, associated with the CH3��=0�+I channel, is barely vis-
ible. As we move photolysis wavelength toward the red tail
of the absorption spectrum, the relative intensity of the
CH3��=0�+I channel increases, clearly surpassing that of
the CH3��=0�+I� channel already at 310 nm, and widely
dominating the image at 333.45 nm. To our knowledge, this
is the first work to report a non-negligible contribution of the
CH3��=0�+I� channel at 333.45 nm in an ion imaging ex-
periment. We attribute this new result to the slice imaging
technique, which is specifically suitable for this particular
case: a nearly isotropic distribution, the CH3��=0�+I chan-
nel, which buries a slower and much weaker inner feature,
the CH3��=0�+I� channel. The usual and artificial inversion
methods employed in velocity mapping are not able to clean
the image with the accuracy necessary to observe the inner
ring.

Integration of the images shown in Fig. 1 yields the ki-
netic energy distributions �KED� depicted in Fig. 2. Both in
the images and the KED, a vibrational structure in the
CH3��=0�+I� channel is clearly apparent. The structure is
also visible in the images and KED for the CH3��=0�+I
channel, but with less resolution.

The energy balance for the photodissociation of CH3I is
given by

EK =
mI

mCH3I
�h� − D0� + Ei�CH3I� − ESO�I�2Pj/2�� , �4�

where EK is the CM kinetic energy of the CH3��=0�
fragment, � is the frequency of the photolysis laser, D0

=2.41�0.03 eV �Ref. 26� is the dissociation energy of the
C–I bond, ESO�I�2Pj/2�� is the SO energy for the iodine atom
in the 2P state �for I, ESO=0 and for I�, ESO=0.943 eV�26

and Ei�CH3I� is the internal energy �rotation and vibration�
of the parent molecule in the molecular beam. For a given

305 nm

310 nm

286.16 nm 315 nm

325 nm

333.45 nm

FIG. 1. Slice images of the CH3��=0� ion fragment arising from the CH3I
photodissociation at different photolysis wavelengths in the red edge of the
A absorption band in the range 286.16–333.45 nm. The different features
observed in the images and their evolution with photolysis wavelength are
commented on in the text.

I(2P3/2)+CH3(ν =0)I*(2P1/2)+CH3(ν(ν =0)

333 45333.45 nm

325 nm

315 nm

310 nm

305 nm

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
CM CH ki ti [ V]

286.16 nm

CM CH3 kinetic energy [eV]

FIG. 2. CM CH3��=0� kinetic energy distributions obtained by integration
of the images shown in Fig. 1. The distributions are normalized arbitrarily to
have the same overall intensity.
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photolysis wavelength, the available energy for the methyl
moiety is

Eav = h� − D0 − ESO�I�2Pj/2�� = EK + Ei�CH3I� . �5�

The KED of the nascent CH3��=0� normalized to the
available energy for each photolysis wavelength is shown in
Fig. 3. For each of the studied wavelengths, the distribution
of the CH3��=0�+I� channel expands to energy values
above Eav �see Fig. 3�a��, pointing out the contribution of
vibrationally excited CH3I to the overall process. A careful
analysis of the well resolved structures appearing in Fig. 3�a�
shows that the energy spacing is consistent with a vibrational
quantum of 528 cm−1, corresponding to the �3 �C–I stretch-
ing mode� vibration of the parent CH3I.27 The contribution of
vibrationally hot CH3I molecules changes noticeably with
the photolysis wavelength. At 286.15 nm, most of the
CH3��=0� population in the CH3��=0�+I� channel comes
from CH3I in �3=0. However, as photolysis wavelength in-

creases, the contribution of �3�0 increases. In particular, at
305 nm, the distribution peaks at CH3I in �3=1, and at 315
nm there is no appreciable input from vibrationally cold
��3=0� parent molecule. At 333.45 nm the first contributory
vibrationally excited state of CH3I is �3=2 and the maximum
in the distribution corresponds to �3=4.

Similar results at 305 nm were reported by Eppink and
Parker27 and attributed to photodissociation of vibrationally
excited CH3I. At room temperature the Boltzmann popula-
tion of the �3 mode of CH3I is only �8%. Experimentally,
we work with the pulsed molecular beam in conditions to
avoid the contribution of clusters by firing the laser pulses
just at the very beginning of the gas pulse, where the vibra-
tional cooling in the supersonic expansion is less efficient.
This means that in these experimental conditions the popu-
lation of vibrationally excited states of CH3I in �3 although
small is not negligible. At 305 nm, the present experimental
results for the CH3��=0�+I� channel are very similar to
those reported by Eppink and Parker using velocity mapping
�see Fig. 10 in Ref. 27�, where the maximum peak in the
KED corresponds to �3=1 with some contributions coming
from CH3I in �3=0 and �3=2. The clear appearance of these
contributions from hot parent molecules at the reddest wave-
lengths is due to the enhanced Franck–Condon factors as we
move to longer wavelengths27 and has been successfully ex-
plained by the reflection absorption principle.58

The corresponding KED of the nascent CH3��=0� nor-
malized to the available energy for each photolysis wave-
length for the CH3��=0�+I channel is depicted in Fig. 3�b�.
As for the CH3��=0�+I� channel, the distributions expand to
energy fractions above Eav as we move the photolysis wave-
length to the red due to the increasing contribution of vibra-
tionally excited CH3I in �3. However, the effect is milder and
the distributions are less resolved than for the CH3��=0�
+I� channel. At the reddest photolysis wavelength studied
�333.45 nm�, the maximum peak corresponds to the contri-
bution of CH3I in �3=1. In addition, a resolved peak is ob-
served at an energy fraction of �0.9 �well below Eav�, espe-
cially at 286.15 nm photolysis wavelength. This was
attributed by Eppink and Parker27 to activity of the �4 mode
of the CH3 fragment �the �4 mode has a fundamental fre-
quency of 1396 cm−1�.27

An interesting observation from Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� is
that at 333.45 nm photolysis wavelength, the �3 vibrational
quantum numbers of the parent molecule contributing most
to the observed CH3��=0� product are �3=4 and �3=1 for
the CH3��=0�+I� and CH3��=0�+I channels, respectively.
No CH3��=0� correlating with I� is seen from parent mol-
ecules in �3=0 at this photolysis wavelength.

In order to check the effect of vibrational cooling in the
supersonic expansion employed to produce the pulsed mo-
lecular beam and the possible contribution of parent mol-
ecule clusters photodissociation to the overall CH3

+ signal, we
scanned different regions of the pulsed molecular beam by
changing the delay time between the laser and gas pulses.
The results obtained for the one-laser experiment at 333.45
nm are shown in Fig. 4. In the top panel, we show three
images taken at three different stages of the molecular beam
and in the bottom panel the corresponding KED. Very early

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.00.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

333.45 nm

325 nm

315 nm

I*(2P1/2)+CH3(ν=0)

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

310 nm

305 nm

CH3 available energy fraction channeled into kinetic energy

286 nm

CH3I(ν3)

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

I(2P3/2) +CH3(ν=0)

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

310 nm

305 nm

CH3 available energy fraction channeled into kinetic energy

286 nm

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

333.45 nm

325 nm

315 nm

CH3I(ν3)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 3. Detailed kinetic energy distributions for the �a� I�+CH3��=0� and
�b� I+CH3��=0� product channels. In the abscissas, the CH3��=0� fragment
available energy fraction channeled into kinetic energy is represented. The
combs in each panel correspond to the assignment of each peak in the
kinetic energy distributions to �3 vibrational quantum states of the parent
CH3I molecule.
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in the expansion, in the first 5 �s, the vibrational cooling is
poor and the CH3��=0�+I� channel displays a rich vibra-
tional structure corresponding to CH3I��3�0�. As the delay
increases to 25 �s, the total intensity decreases, but the
overall shape remains unmodified. It is around 120 �s later
in the expansion when the parent species suffered enough
number of collisions to relax to a larger extent its initial
vibrational energy. As a consequence, this fact brings
about the disappearance of the signal associated with the
CH3��=0�+I� channel, which points toward a negligible ab-
sorption of CH3I with �3�2. In this part of the molecular
beam some features related to cluster formation start to be
observed.

The low-recoil anisotropic contribution in the images of
Fig. 1 �especially that observed at 333.45 nm� can be attrib-
uted to dissociative ionization or photodissociation of the
parent CH3I+ ion, as it has been observed before for CF3I
59,60 and CH3Br.61,62 Aguirre and Pratt studied the two-
photon resonant, three-photon ionization spectrum of CF3I
using velocity map imaging.59,60 Two photon absorption in
the wavelength interval ranging from 294 to 304 nm excites
the parent molecule to a low energy Rydberg state, where it
absorbs a third photon to reach the ionic ground state

�X̃ 2E3/2�. After the three photon absorption, the CF3I+ ion
does not possess enough internal energy to dissociate and
require absorption of an additional photon to decompose into
CH3

+��� and I�2PJ/2� fragments. The well resolved structure
appearing in the CF3

+ images, weakly dependent on the exci-
tation wavelength, was assigned to predissociation governed
by the Franck–Condon factors between the CF3 moiety in the
CF3I+ and CF3

+ fragment. Similar results have been published
recently for the multiphoton photodissociation of CH3Br.61,62

Further slice imaging experiments are warranted to study the
photodissociation of CH3I+ in more detail.

B. Angular distributions

The angular distributions for the CH3��=0�+I and
CH3��=0�+I� channels obtained integrating the experimen-
tal images of Fig. 1 have been fitted to the commonly used
expression for one-photon dissociation and �2+1� REMPI
detection processes:63–66

I��� =
�

4�
�1 + �2P2�cos �� + �4P4�cos ��

+ �6P6�cos ��� , �6�

where � is the angle between the photofragment recoil direc-
tion and the photolysis polarization direction, � is the ab-
sorption cross section �since the experimental setup has been
not calibrated for total intensities, the quotient has been
treated as a normalization fitting parameter�, �i are aniso-
tropy parameters which reflect the dissociation dynamics and
the photofragment polarization, and Pi are the Legendre
polynomials of the order of i. If no photofragment polariza-
tion is expected, Eq. �6� can be truncated in i=2, and then,
for this particular case, �2 coincides with the anisotropy
parameter, �.

Janssen et al.67 demonstrated among others that the CH3

fragment arising from the photodissociation of CH3I in the A
band has a propensity to inherit the K quantum number of the
parent molecule. As a result, rotational alignment �v-j corre-
lation� is observed. Although in the present experiments we
have not carried out measurements at the necessary geom-
etries to quantify the rotational alignment of the CH3 frag-
ment, we used Eq. �6� to fit our angular distributions.

The anisotropy parameters obtained from the fitting
when considering all the contributions from the different
CH3I �3 vibrational states �i.e., angular distributions obtained
by integration of the whole ring in the image independently
of the observed structure� are summarized in Table I. In the
fitting procedure only the �2 and �4 parameters are needed.
For the CH3��=0�+I� channel, the �2 parameter decreases
monotonically, while the �4 parameter takes a nearly con-
stant value of �0.20–0.27 for photolysis wavelengths in the

5 µs 125 µs25 µs

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
CM CH3 kinetic energy [eV]

125 μs

25 μs

5 μs

FIG. 4. Top: slice images of the CH3��=0� ion fragment arising from the
CH3I photodissociation at 333.45 nm photolysis wavelength measured at
different delay times between the laser and gas pulses in the range from 5 to
125 �s �see text for more details�. Bottom: CM CH3��=0� kinetic energy
distributions corresponding to the slice images shown in the top panels.

TABLE I. Anisotropy parameters �2 and �4 obtained from the images
shown in Fig. 1 for the CH3��=0�+I� and CH3��=0�+I channels. All con-
tributions from different CH3I initial vibrational states ��3� are included.

�phot

�nm� �2 �4

CH3��=0�+I� channel �all initial �3�
286.16 2.63 0.80
305 2.17 0.32
310 2.12 0.28
315 2.00 0.22
325 1.72 0.20
333.45 1.51 0.27

CH3��=0�+I channel �all initial �3�
305 0.91 0.09
310 1.02 0.08
315 0.93 ¯

325 0.46 ¯

333.45 0.33 ¯
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red tail of the A absorption band �see Table I�. The
CH3��=0�+I� products arise from a parallel absorption to
the 3Q0 state followed by adiabatic dissociation. The dynam-
ics is not supposed to change in the studied photolysis wave-
length range and an anisotropic parameter �=2 can be as-
sumed in all cases. The variations in �2 and �4 can be
assigned to the dependence of the rotational alignment of the
CH3��=0� radical on the photolysis wavelength for this
channel.

For the CH3��=0�+I channel, the value of �4 is almost
negligible, being in fact zero for the largest wavelengths. In
this case, �2 nearly represents the anisotropy of the photo-
dissociation process. The values for �2 presented in Table I
change substantially with the photolysis wavelength, taking
an approximately constant value close to 1 for wavelengths
above 315 nm, and decreasing values as low as 0.33 at
333.45 nm. The deviation from the value of �=2 for a par-
allel transition, which becomes larger as we move to larger
photolysis wavelengths, is a measure of the increasing par-
ticipation of the 3Q1 potential surface �perpendicular transi-
tion� in the dynamics yielding CH3��=0�+I products. A
careful inspection of the images shows that the ring structure
of the CH3��=0�+I channel attributed to the participation of
different initial CH3I��3� vibrational states displays a distinct
anisotropy behavior. At the poles of the images the ring is
broader than at the equator, in such a way that the contribu-
tion of CH3I��3�0� appears more substantially in the poles.
Therefore, the parallel contribution in the ring is associated
with high vibrational states of the CH3I, whereas low vibra-
tional states contribute more to the perpendicular contribu-
tion. Interestingly, in Ref. 27 the opposite effect was reported
at the photolysis wavelength of 305 nm; that is, the ring is
broader at the equator of the images, which the authors as-
sign to an anisotropic contribution of CH3I��6=1�. Neverthe-
less, in Ref. 27, such effect is only apparent in the raw
images.

In order to study this initial vibrational state dependence
of the anisotropy, the signal of the ring for the CH3��=0�
+I channel associated with the different initial vibrational
states of CH3I is integrated separately. Although the overlap-
ping between the contributions from the different vibrational
states in the KED does not allow a total independent analysis
�see Fig. 3�b��, it is possible to separate to some extent the
behavior of �3=0 from that of the excited levels ��3�0�. To
do that, we integrated separately the “left part” of the KEDs
shown in Fig. 3�b� �where the main contribution is from �3

=0� and the “right part” �where it should not have a signifi-
cant contribution from �3=0�. The “left” and “right” parts
have been selected in each case. The results are presented in
Table II and the angular distributions for three particular
photolysis wavelengths �310, 325, and 333.45 nm� are shown
in Fig. 5. The main result that stands out is the change in
anisotropy for �3�0 as photolysis wavelength increases.
While for �3=0, �2 and �4 take almost constant values cor-
responding to a parallel transition, for �3�0, the anisotropy
changes from a parallel-type distribution toward a
perpendicular-type distribution. These results are discussed
below in the light of the theoretical results that will be pre-
sented in next section.

V. THEORETICAL RESULTS

A. Kinetic energy distributions

Figure 6 shows the radial distributions in the R coordi-
nate associated with the initial �i,v

J	K	 packets of Eq. �2� �which
are obtained by integrating the square of the �i,v

J	K	 packets
over the r, �, and �R variables�. Such distributions reflect the
shape along the R coordinate of the �v

00�R ,r ,���0i�R ,r ,��
packets prepared initially on the three i excited electronic
potential surfaces. As expected, as v increases the �i,v

J	K	 initial
packet span an increasingly larger range of R, both at short
and long distances. The area of the different radial distribu-
tions is not normalized to unity, and it increases with
increasing v. This is a reflection of the fact that whereas
the �v

00�R ,r ,�� packets are normalized to unity, the
�v

00�R ,r ,���0i�R ,r ,�� products are not, and the area of the
corresponding R distribution increases with v due to the in-

TABLE II. Anisotropy parameters �2 and �4 obtained from the images
shown in Fig. 1 for the CH3��=0�+I channel. �a� Integration of the “inner”
part of the ring, corresponding to CH3I��3�0�. �b� Integration of the “outer”
part of the ring, corresponding to CH3I��3�0�. See text for details.

�phot

�nm� �2 �4

�a� CH3��=0�+I channel, CH3I��3�0�
305.0 1.63 0.16
310.0 1.68 0.29
315.0 1.97 0.34
325.0 1.35 ¯

333.45 1.15 ¯

�b� CH3��=0�+I channel, CH3I��3�0�
305.0 0.47 ¯

310.0 0.48 �0.08
315.0 0.44 �0.04
325.0 �0.30 ¯

333.45 �0.41 0.18
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FIG. 5. CH3��=0� angular distributions at different photolysis wavelengths
as indicated obtained by integrating the outer ring of the slice images shown
in Fig. 1. Left panels: integration of the outer part of the ring, which corre-
sponds to the photodissociation of CH3I��3�0�. Right panels: integration of
the inner part of the ring, which corresponds to the photodissociation of
CH3I��3�0�. Black curves: experimental data. Red curves: fit to Eq. �6�.
The fit parameters are listed in Tables I and II.
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creasing spreading of �v
00�R ,r ,�� along R. The distributions

of Fig. 6 reflect also the shape of the �0i functions along R,
namely, an increasing function with increasing R for the
3Q0← X̃ 1A1 transition �maximizing the distribution intensity
at large R�, and a decreasing function with increasing R for

the 1Q1← X̃ 1A1 and 3Q1← X̃ 1A1 transitions �maximizing
the distribution intensity at short R�.47 These radial distribu-
tions will be useful to interpret the absorption spectra for the
different initial vibrational states v discussed below.

Kinetic energy distributions of the CH3��=0� fragment
for the CH3��=0�+I� and CH3��=0�+I channels were cal-
culated for the photolysis wavelengths 286.16, 305, 310,
315, 325 and 333.45 nm, and they are shown in Fig. 7. These
KEDs have been weighted using a Maxwell–Boltzmann dis-
tribution f�Ev ,T� with T=255 K �see Sec. III C�. The calcu-
lated distributions display two main trends. The first trend is
that vibrational excitation of the C–I stretch mode increases

substantially with increasing excitation wavelength. This
trend is found for the two dissociation channels producing I�

and I fragments, and it agrees with the trend found in the
distributions measured experimentally �see Figs. 2 and 3�.
Vibrational excitation increases more slowly in the case of
photodissociation into CH3��=0�+I, also in agreement with
experiment. For all of the excitation wavelengths the peaks
associated with the different initial vibrational states v are
broader in the dissociation channel leading to I fragments,
indicating that the corresponding CH3��=0� fragments are
rotationally more excited than those produced through the
CH3��=0�+I� channel.

The second trend exhibited by the distributions of Fig. 7
is that the intensity associated with the CH3��=0�+I product
fragments increases with increasing excitation wavelength.
Again this behavior is also found in the experimental kinetic
energy distributions. However, this increase in intensity is
very much underestimated in the theoretical results. Indeed,
in the theoretical distributions, the intensity of the I dissocia-
tion channel remains lower than that of the I� channel for all
the wavelengths studied, while the experimental data show
that the I channel becomes dominant for photolysis wave-
lengths �305 nm.

The intensity associated with the CH3��=0�+I� products
in the kinetic energy distributions comes only from dissocia-
tion in the 3Q0 electronic potential surface. However, the
intensity obtained for the CH3��=0�+I product channel
comes from dissociation in two different electronic surfaces,
1Q1 and 3Q1. In addition, the final intensity found in the 1Q1

surface is the sum of the population initially excited to this
surface plus the population transferred from the 3Q0 state
through the nonadiabatic coupling. It is therefore interesting
to analyze how these different contributions to the intensity
of the I product channel change with the excitation wave-
length, since it provides valuable information on how the
photodissociation process takes place. Thus, the intensities
projected out of the �2,v

11 and �3,v
11 packets evolving on the 1Q1

and 3Q1 surfaces, respectively, have been analyzed and they
are shown in Fig. 8 along with the total intensity of the I
product channel for the different wavelengths.

The main result of Fig. 8 is that the contribution of dis-
sociation in the 3Q1 electronic surface to the I product chan-
nel intensity increases rapidly with increasing photolysis
wavelength. Actually, the 3Q1 contribution becomes domi-
nant for �phot�310.0 nm. This result indicates a substantial
increase in the cross section of absorption to the 3Q1 state as
�phot increases. Although the increase in the 3Q1 contribution
to the intensity occurs for all of the initial vibrational states,
it is particularly remarkable and faster for the lowest v=0
and v=1 states.

Regarding the 1Q1 contribution to the distributions of
Fig. 8, it is not possible to separate, and therefore to discern
quantitatively, the amount of intensity coming from 3Q0

through nonadiabatic transition from that initially excited to
1Q1. However, some qualitative information on this point can
be obtained from magnitudes like the absorption spectra, as
shown below.

The peaks associated with the initial vibrational states in
the kinetic energy distributions shown in Fig. 7 have been
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FIG. 6. Radial distributions along the dissociation coordinate R associated
with the �i,v

J	K	 wave packets initially prepared in the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1

excited electronic states.
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FIG. 7. Theoretical CM CH3��=0� kinetic energy distributions for the
CH3��=0�+I��I� products produced upon photodissociation with different
photolysis wavelengths.
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fitted to a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution f�Ej
��=0� ,Trot�,

where Ej
��=0� are the rotational eigenenergies of the

CH3��=0� fragment. From these fits the rotational tempera-
tures Trot associated with all the peaks are obtained. Rota-
tional temperatures have been obtained for the I� and I prod-

uct channels and, in addition, for the I channel temperatures
have also been estimated for the peaks corresponding to the
1Q1 and 3Q1 contributions �see Fig. 8�. Rotational tempera-
tures were estimated only for the peaks of Figs. 7 and 8 with
a non-negligible intensity, and are collected in Table III.

The rotational temperatures found for the CH3��=0�+I�

product channel are much lower than those of the
CH3��=0�+I channel, in agreement with previous experi-
ments. This is expected, since there is more energy available
for the CH3��=0�+I products �almost 1 eV corresponding to
the excitation energy of the I��, which produces rotationally
hotter CH3��=0� fragments, as mentioned above. The
broader rotational distributions of the CH3��=0� products in
the CH3��=0�+I channel imply a larger overlap between the
peaks in the KED corresponding to the different initial v
states of CH3I, which explains the lower vibrational reso-
lution in the KED found for the I product channel. A decreas-
ing amount of energy available for the fragments also ex-
plains that for both the I� and I product channels the
temperatures typically decrease with increasing photolysis
wavelength.

For the I� product channel the rotational temperature
typically decreases as v increases for each photolysis wave-
length, although the change in temperature is not large. This
behavior is rather unexpected, since in terms of energy avail-

3Q 1Q2 3Q0,
1Q1

3Q1

total333.45 nm

I(2P3/2)+CH3(ν =0)

325 nm

315 nm

310 nm

305 nm

286 16 nm

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
CM CH3 kinetic energy [eV]

286.16 nm

3 gy [ ]

FIG. 8. Theoretical CM CH3��=0� kinetic energy distributions for the
CH3��=0�+I channel produced upon photodissociation with different pho-
tolysis wavelengths. The figure shows the total intensity �which is the same
as that shown in Fig. 7� and the separated contributions to this intensity
produced by photodissociation from the 3Q0 / 1Q1 and 3Q1 electronic states.

TABLE III. Rotational temperatures calculated by fitting the peaks with appreciable intensity associated with
different v states of the KEDs of Figs. 7 and 8 to a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution. Errors range from ��5
to �40 K.

�phot

�nm� v=0 v=1 v=2 v=3 v=4 v=5

I� product channel, Trot /K
286.16 145 135 115
305.0 140 138 135 115
310.0 135 132 127 120 115
315.0 128 126 125 120 105
325.0 115 113 113 113 108 108
333.45 105 105 110 110 108 108

I product channel, Trot /K
286.16 430 500 590
305.0 330 460 530 700
310.0 300 420 510 640 730
315.0 290 360 500 610 830
325.0 260 300 400 530 700 800
333.45 250 265 320 450 610 860

I product channel, 1Q1 contribution, Trot /K
286.16 450 500 620
305.0 430 470 530 720
310.0 430 460 510 650 710
315.0 410 450 500 620 810
325.0 330 400 470 560 730 770
333.45 320 390 470 550 720 760

I product channel, 3Q1 contribution, Trot /K
286.16 370
305.0 300 320
310.0 280 300
315.0 270 280 330
325.0 250 270 280
333.45 240 260 280
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able one would expect the opposite trend. Indeed, as v in-
creases a higher excitation energy is reached with a given
photon wavelength, which leaves an increasingly larger
amount of energy available for the fragments. Therefore, an
increase in the rotational temperature with v would be ex-
pected. The opposite behavior found may indicate that
mechanisms of energy transfer from rotation to translation
occur to some extent in the I� product channel as v increases.

In the I product channel, on the contrary, the rotational
temperature typically increases with increasing v. In addi-
tion, the increase in the temperature is very remarkable,
larger than that expected from a rise of available energy
when higher v states are excited. Analysis of the rotational
temperatures associated with the 1Q1 and 3Q1 contributions
to the I product channel helps understand this behavior. It is
found that the rotational temperatures of the 3Q1 peaks rise
slightly with increasing v. This rise in temperature is consis-
tent with a larger energy available as vibrational excitation
increases. However, the corresponding increase in rotational
temperatures of the 1Q1 peaks is clearly faster, and in fact it
is what causes the overall fast rise of temperatures with in-
creasing v of the I product channel. As will be discussed next
in Sec. V B, the 1Q1 intensity of the I product channel comes
mainly from the 3Q0 electronic state through nonadiabatic
transitions. It thus suggests that the nonadiabatic transition
may induce a mechanism of energy transfer from translation
to rotation, which becomes more intense as v increases. An
interesting question arises about whether the energy transfer
mechanisms between fragment rotation and translation
modes, occurring in opposite directions for the wave packet
amplitude remaining in the 3Q0 state �and giving rise to the

I� product channel intensity� and for the wave packet
amplitude nonadiabatically transferred from 3Q0 to 1Q1, are
related.

B. Absorption spectra

It is helpful and illustrating to analyze the absorption
spectra associated with each initial vibrational state v excited
in order to unravel several aspects of the CH3I photodisso-
ciation dynamics in the present range of photolysis wave-
lengths. Such spectra are displayed in Fig. 9 for v=0–5
along with the separated spectral components associated with
the three absorbing excited electronic states 3Q0, 1Q1, and
3Q1. The shape of the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1 components of each
v absorption spectrum resembles the shape of the corre-
sponding radial distributions of Fig. 6, as expected from the
reflection principle.68 Differences between the present ab-
sorption spectra and those obtained in Ref. 47 for v=0, 1,
and 2 are attributed mainly to the fact that the present 3D
treatment considers the CH3I bending mode, while the 2D
treatment of Ref. 47 does not. The spectra of Fig. 9 are
weighted with the same Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
f�Ev ,T� with T=255 K �see Sec. III C� used to weight the
kinetic energy distributions of Figs. 7 and 8. This explains
the decreasing absorption intensity of the spectra as v in-
creases. The range of photon energies relevant to the present
study goes from nearly 30 000 cm−1 for �=333.45 nm to
�35 000 cm−1 for �=286.16 nm.

As commented above in this section, the probability of
getting CH3��=0�+I fragments found in the 1Q1 electronic
state potential surface is a mixture of wave packet intensity
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FIG. 9. Theoretical absorption spectra for the six v=0–5 vibrational states of the parent CH3I molecule. Each panel shows the total absorption spectrum and
the spectra associated with the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1 excited electronic states.
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initially excited to the 1Q1 state and wave packet intensity
transferred from 3Q0 through the nonadiabatic coupling.
Although these two contributions cannot be separated, the
spectra of Fig. 9 give information on the amount of each of
them. Indeed, Fig. 9 shows that in the energy range
30 000–35 000 cm−1 the 3Q0 absorption cross section is far
higher than the 1Q1 one, although only a fraction of this 3Q0

absorption intensity will undergo a nonadiabatic transition to
1Q1. Calculations of I� yields in wave packet dynamics simu-
lations considering only the 3Q0 and 1Q1 excited electronic
states and assuming initial excitation only to 3Q0 find that for
�phot�286 nm the probability of 1Q1← 3Q0 nonadiabatic
transitions is �15% �see Fig. 12 of Ref. 37�. With this esti-
mate of the probability of 1Q1← 3Q0 nonadiabatic transition
and the large absorption intensities to 3Q0 found in the spec-
tra in the relevant energy region, the implication is that the
dominant contribution to the probability of CH3��=0�+I
products found in the 1Q1 electronic state comes from the
1Q1← 3Q0 nonadiabatic transition instead from population
initially excited to the 1Q1 state.

The absorption spectra of Fig. 9 also explain why for
shorter photolysis wavelengths, like 266 nm, only the initial
v=0 vibrational state contributes to the reaction �as found
experimentally�, while as �phot increases the contribution
from initial vibrational excited states increases as well, as
found in this work both experimentally and theoretically. The
photon energy corresponding to �phot=266 nm is
�37600 cm−1. At this energy �and in the nearby region of
energies�, the absorption intensities for v�0 are very small
or negligible as compared to that of v=0, which explains that
only v=0 is excited and contributes with appreciable inten-
sity. This result is produced by the combination of the spe-
cific shape of the v absorption spectra and �mainly� the fact
that the initial population of the vibrational states v before
excitation decays very fast with increasing v.

When �phot increases and the photon energy decreases,
the absorption intensity for v=0 decays fast. In the spectra of
v�0 what happens is that as v increases the main peak of
the spectra shifts gradually toward lower photon energies.
This is a consequence of the increasing size of the R range
�particularly at long R distances� spanned by the vibrational
state initially excited as v increases �see Fig. 6�. The effect is
that as the photon energy decreases, the absorption intensity
due to v�0 becomes comparable and even higher than the
v=0 absorption intensity. The increasing absorption intensity
of the v�0 states explains the increasing contribution of
initial vibrational excited states found in both the experimen-
tal and theoretical kinetic energy distributions with increas-
ing �phot.

The absorption spectra also explain the fast increase in
the 3Q1 contribution to the probability of CH3��=0�+I prod-
ucts found in the distributions of Fig. 8. The spectra corre-
sponding to v=0 and 1 show that, as the photon energy de-
creases in the range 30 000–35 000 cm−1, the intensity of
the 3Q1 component becomes comparable to the 3Q0 intensity
and even overcomes it. This causes the fast increase in the
3Q1 intensity found for v=0 and 1 in the translational energy
distributions of Fig. 8. The 3Q1 intensity due to v=0 and 1
becomes the dominant contribution to the translational en-

ergy distributions of the I product channel for �phot

�310 nm, i.e., for photon energies 	32 300 cm−1, which is
consistent with the 3Q1 / 3Q0 ratio of absorption intensities
displayed by the v=0 and 1 spectra in that energy range. For
v�1 the spectra of Fig. 9 show that the 3Q1 / 3Q0 ratio of
absorption intensities increases much more slowly with de-
creasing photon energy, which explains the much slower in-
crease in the 3Q1 contribution due to v�1 to the total inten-
sity of the distributions of Fig. 8. The above discussion also
explains the experimental and theoretical finding that vibra-
tional excitation in the CH3��=0�+I channel KED is signifi-
cantly lower �essentially reduced to v=0 and 1 contributions�
than in the CH3��=0�+I� channel

By summing the six Maxwell–Boltzmann-weighted
spectra of Fig. 9 we obtained a total absorption spectrum,
which includes the contribution of all the initial vibrational
states involved in the photodissociation process �see Fig. 10�.
This is the absorption spectrum associated with the total
wave packet prepared by the excitation to 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1

when CH3I is initially in X̃ 1A1 at a vibrational temperature
T=255 K. As expected, the shape of this spectrum is actu-
ally very similar to that of the v=0 spectrum, which is the
main contribution. The contribution of v=1 is the only ap-
preciable one in addition to that of v=0. The v=1 contribu-
tion has the effect of changing the spectrum of Fig. 10 with
respect to the v=0 spectrum in the 30 000–35 000 cm−1

range of interest. This change involves an increase in the
intensity of absorption to 3Q0 compared to the 3Q1 absorp-
tion intensity.

C. Angular distributions

Angular distributions were calculated for photodissocia-
tion into the CH3��=0�+I� and CH3��=0�+I product chan-
nels. In the case of the I product channel separate angular
distributions were calculated for the contributions coming
from the 1Q1 and 3Q1 electronic states. Typical distributions
for each electronic state are shown in Fig. 11. The angular
distributions obtained for 3Q0 and 3Q1 display the expected
shape for distributions associated with a parallel and a per-
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corresponding to the absorption wavelengths in the range 305–333.45 nm.
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pendicular transition, respectively. Correspondingly, when
these distributions are fitted to the familiar expression,63

d�

d�
��R� =

�

4�
�1 + �P2�cos �R�� , �7�

where � is the integral cross section, � is the anisotropy
parameter, and P2�cos �R� is the second order Legendre
polynomial, the values of � obtained are �=2 for the 3Q0

distributions and �=−1 for the 3Q1 distributions for all the
photolysis wavelengths.

More surprising is the behavior of the angular distribu-
tions obtained for the 1Q1 electronic state. They are typically
nonsymmetric with respect to �R=90° �see middle panel of
Fig. 11�. The reason of this asymmetry is the following. In
the asymptotic region, the packet in the 1Q1 electronic state
can be expressed as �2,v

11 �R ,r ,� ,�R , t�=�2,v�R ,r ,� , t�cos �R

+�2,v�R ,r ,� , t�sin �R, where �2,v is the wave packet ampli-
tude transferred from 3Q0 to 1Q1 through the nonadiabatic
coupling, and �2,v is the amplitude initially excited in the

optical transition 1Q1← X̃ 1A1. Let us denote by a and b
�which are complex quantities� the sum of the amplitudes
projected out asymptotically of the �2,v and �2,v packets, re-
spectively, onto the CH3��=0�+I product fragment states.
Thus, the total amplitude projected out of the �2,v

11 packet is
a cos �R+b sin �R, and its square 	a	2cos2 �R+ 	b	2sin2 �R

+ �ab�+a�b�cos �R sin �R is what causes the asymmetry of
the 1Q1 angular distributions.

If the b amplitude is very small compared to a, the
asymmetry �ab�+a�b�cos �R sin �R term becomes negligible.
However, if b �which is expected to be smaller than a, as
discussed above� has a non-negligible value compared to a,
the �ab�+a�b�cos �R sin �R term will cause an appreciable
manifestation of asymmetry in the angular distribution. This
is actually what happens for the photolysis wavelengths

�phot=286.16, 305, 310, and 315 nm, and the explanation can
be found in the absorption spectra corresponding to v=1 and
2 of Fig. 9. Indeed, in the energy range of the above pho-
tolysis wavelengths the intensity of absorption to 1Q1 is quite
significant for v=1 and 2, which are typically the main con-
tributions to the 1Q1 angular distributions, as shown by the
distributions of Fig. 8. As a result, these asymmetric angular
distributions cannot be fitted to the expression of Eq. �7� in
order to obtain a value of the � parameter. Manifestations of
asymmetry in the angular distributions are smaller for �phot

=325.0 and 333.45 nm, which is understood since the 1Q1

absorption intensity in the v=1 and 2 spectra decays to zero
for those photon energies �see Fig. 9�. It is noted, however,
that in the calculation of the distributions of Fig. 11 only one
polarization direction of the linearly polarized laser electric
field has been considered. When the opposite polarization
direction is also considered, angular distributions which are
the specular images with respect to �R=90° of the distribu-
tions of Fig. 11 are also obtained, and the final calculated
distributions comparable to the experimental ones would be
the average of these two specular images, which become
symmetric with respect to �R=90° .

VI. DISCUSSION

The results presented in the previous sections show the
high degree of qualitative agreement attained in this work
between the experimental results and the theoretical calcula-
tions. The two mayor trends observed, namely, the increasing
participation of initial vibrational states of CH3I in both the
CH3��=0�+I and CH3��=0�+I� channels and the increasing
I / �I�+I� branching ratio with increasing photolysis wave-
length, are well characterized by the dynamical calculations.
However, there is a lack of quantitative agreement.

The correspondence between theory and experiment is
even more apparent when the theoretical KEDs are convo-
luted with a broadening function to simulate the experimen-
tal apparatus response. In Fig. 12 the experimental KEDs are
plotted jointly with the result of convoluting the theoretical
curves with a Gaussian function �FWHM=741 cm−1� in or-
der to reproduce the width of the measured peaks. In this
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FIG. 11. Theoretical angular distributions obtained on the 3Q0 �for �phot

=333.45 nm�, 1Q1 �for �phot=305.0 nm�, and 3Q1 �for �phot=310.0 nm�
excited electronic states.
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FIG. 12. Comparison between the experimental and theoretical kinetic en-
ergy distributions. The theoretical curves have been convoluted with a
Gaussian function modeling the experimental resolution. See text for details.
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case, as in Figs. 7 and 8, a vibrational temperature of 255 K
was used to weight the theoretical KEDs. Strikingly, the SO
splitting in both sets of results takes the same constant value
of �0.84 eV. This coincidence confirms that the experimen-
tal and theoretical KEDs peak at the same initial vibrational
levels and that the product rotational distributions are similar
in both cases. The difference in the experimental and theo-
retical values of the dissociation energy D0 produces a small
shift between both sets of KEDs, which is corrected simply
by calibrating the experimental curves with the theoretical
D0 in Fig. 12. The experimental and theoretical curves show,
as well, that the initial vibrational state contributions shift
toward higher vibrational levels at higher photolysis wave-
lengths, being more acute this behavior for the CH3+I� chan-
nel. However, as can be predicted in Fig. 12 and clearly seen
in Fig. 13, the main overall discrepancy between theory and
experiment is in the I / �I�+I� branching ratios as photolysis
wavelength increases.

Figure 13 plots the experimental and theoretical I / �I�+I�
branching ratios as a function of photolysis wavelength. In
both cases, all contributions from different initial vibrational
states at each photolysis wavelength have been integrated to
get the branching ratios. The dashed horizontal line in the
figure at a branching ratio of 0.5 distinguishes the
area where the I channel dominates over the I� channel
�I / �I�+I��0.5� from the area where the I� channel domi-
nates over the I channel �I / �I�+I��0.5�. Only at 286.16 nm
photolysis wavelength the experimental branching ratio is
lower than 0.5. For the rest of photolysis wavelengths, the I
channel dominates over the I� channel. This is in strong con-
trast with what is obtained theoretically, where the I� always
dominates irrespective of the photolysis wavelength.

The grounds of the observed behavior lie in the absorp-
tion to and the dynamics on the three electronic states in-
volved. In the center of the A band, at 260 nm, the absorption
is mainly to the 3Q0 state, which correlates with the I� prod-
uct. From the theoretical absorption spectrum shown in Fig.
10, at 286.16 nm the absorption to the 3Q0 is 3 times stronger
than the absorption to the 3Q1 and 40 times than that to the
1Q1. These differences and the observed anisotropies suggest
that, at this photolysis wavelength, the dynamics is still ruled

by the 3Q0 state. The observed and calculated I / �I�+I�
branching ratios for the CH3��=0�+I channel at this wave-
length are 0.03 and 0.1, respectively �see Fig. 13�, which is
already a factor of 3, the theoretical branching ratio being
larger. The quantitative difference with what could be ex-
pected from the absorption spectrum is enhanced if we con-
sider that the curve crossing between the 3Q0 and the 1Q1

surfaces populates the CH3��=0�+I channel against the
CH3��=0�+I� channel. Furthermore, the experimental values
of ��2 for the CH3��=0�+I channel prove that the crossing
is the only source of the I products at this wavelength. How-
ever, as can be seen in Fig. 10, a substantial contribution
from CH3I��3=1� to the CH3��=0�+I� photodissociation
channel is predicted theoretically at this photolysis wave-
length in contrast with experiment.

Toward the red tail of the A band, the absorption to the
3Q1 state increases, becoming greater than the absorption to
the 3Q0 state in the theoretical calculations at photon ener-
gies below 31 250 cm−1 �see the inset in Fig. 10�. In this
region the population in the CH3��=0�+I channel grows
with the photolysis wavelength and, consequently, both a
I / �I�+I� branching ratio inversion �Fig. 13� and a change in
the anisotropy of the CH3��=0�+I channel �Table II� are
observed experimentally and confirmed theoretically, al-
though only in a qualitative way.

The present theoretical calculations, in agreement with
what is observed experimentally, predict that the participa-
tion of vibrational excited states of the parent molecule
grows for both the 3Q1 and 3Q0 / 1Q1 potential surfaces as
�phot increases, but it does faster for the 3Q0 / 1Q1 states. At
286.16 nm, not far from the center of the band, the hot CH3I
�only �3=1� contributes through the 3Q0 / 1Q1 states, mostly
via the 1Q1← 3Q0 curve crossing; at 305 nm, it is already
visible a significant contribution from the 3Q1 state �change
in the anisotropy of the outer ring in Fig. 1� and at 333.45
nm, all the contribution for �3=0 to the CH3��=0�+I chan-
nel comes from the 3Q1 surface, while the 3Q0 / 1Q1 states is
the only contribution from vibrationally excited CH3I. This
behavior reflects the increasing participation of the 3Q1 state
in the overall absorption spectrum toward its red tail.

We can think three possible reasons to explain the dis-
crepancies found between theory and experiment. First, the
wave packet calculations are carried out using a reduced di-
mensionality model for the CH3I molecule in which the um-
brella mode of the CH3 fragment is modeled by a bond
stretching �see Sec. III A�. One can argue that this simplifi-
cation can affect seriously the nonadiabatic dynamics be-
tween the 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces. Actually, recent femtosec-
ond experiments where the reaction times into different
channels yielding ground and vibrationally excited states of
the umbrella mode of the CH3 fragment were measured
showed that the relative reaction times between the channels
producing I� and I decrease as vibrational excitation of the
CH3 increases, and this behavior could not be well repro-
duced by the wave packet calculations using the reduced
dimensionality model.2 However, the agreement found be-
tween experiment and theory is very reasonable when
asymptotic properties, such as vibrational and rotational dis-
tributions of the CH3 fragment or branching ratios, are con-
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FIG. 13. Experimental and theoretical I / �I�+I� branching ratios obtained by
integrating the kinetic energy distribution shown in Fig. 12. The horizontal
dashed line at a branching ratio of 0.5 indicates the area where the I channel
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sidered. Therefore, in principle, one would not expect the
reduced dimensionality approximation of the model to be the
main reason of the large disagreement currently found be-
tween the experimental and theoretical branching ratios.
Nevertheless, these previous comparisons have been carried
out only at photolysis wavelengths close to the maximum of
the A absorption band. The present work is actually the first
which focuses in the red edge of the absorption band. We
cannot rule out the possibility that the nonadiabatic crossing
is not well reproduced by the wave packet calculations at
photolysis wavelengths larger than 305 nm.

The second possible source of the discrepancies found
between theory and experiment is the accuracy of the transi-
tion moments calculated for all three optically active sur-
faces as a function of R �the C–I distance�.47 Alekseyev and
co-workers pointed out that transition moment calculations
are much more sensitive to the quality of configuration inter-
action and SO treatments than are potential energies. High
level ab initio methods were employed in Ref. 47 to obtain
the mentioned transition moments as a function of R. Never-
theless, it is expected that the accuracy of the calculations
diminishes as R increases. Large values of R correspond to
larger photolysis wavelengths and, thus, a small percentage
of error in the transition moments at large R may imply
important changes in the absorption probabilities to the dif-
ferent potential surfaces involved in the red edge of the ab-
sorption band.

Finally, the third possibility is related to the relative ab-
sorption to the different potential energy surfaces in a region
of a very low absorption cross section �see inset in Fig. 10�.
A change in the relative absorption to the 3Q0 and 3Q1 po-
tential surfaces in this region may imply important conse-
quences to the final branching ratios. The main factor driving
this effect is the shape of the potential energy surfaces. In the
ab initio calculations by Xie et al.,45 where larger basis sets
of triple-zeta quality and more SO configurations were used
with respect to previous calculations by Amatatsu et al.,43 the
calculated total A band absorption spectrum still remains
�1400 cm−1 higher and 800 cm−1 broader than the experi-
mentally measured. In the most recent ab initio calculations
by Alekseyev et al.1,47 an adjustment consisting in a down-
ward shift of the 1Q1 potential energy surface by 900 cm−1

and of the total spectrum by 200 cm−1 had to be made for a
better agreement with the experimental data. In the present
calculations, we employed the 1Q1 and 3Q0 potential surfaces
by Xie et al.45 and the 3Q1 potential surface by Alekseyev
et al.47 Small changes in the shapes and energetics of the
potential surfaces involved can induce large changes in the
relative absorption cross sections to the 3Q0 and 1Q1, espe-
cially in a region of very low absorption.

It is also possible that a combination of the three effects
can explain the discrepancies, but we believe that it is the
third reason which is the more plausible explanation. A better
modeling of the CH3I photodissociation should include wave
packet calculations using a higher dimensionality model in
which the CH3 fragment umbrella mode is better modeled.
However, the need of higher accuracy ab initio calculations
of the potential energy surfaces is clear, at least in three

dimensions, and the corresponding transition moments in or-
der to reproduce the experimental results quantitatively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Slice imaging experiments have been carried out to
study the photodissociation of CH3I in the red edge of the
A-band �286–333 nm� yielding CH3 fragments in the ground
vibrational state ��=0� in correlation with I�2P3/2� and
I��2P1/2�. From the images, the CH3��=0� kinetic energy and
angular distributions have been extracted. The kinetic energy
distributions show a vibrational structure, both in the I�2P3/2�
and I��2P1/2� channels, corresponding to the contribution of
CH3I vibrational excitation in the �3�C–I� mode. The mea-
sured branching ratios, fragment anisotropies, and the contri-
bution of vibrational excitation of the parent CH3I have been
rationalized in terms of the contribution of the three excited
potential energy surfaces involved in the photodissociation
process, i.e., the 3Q0, 1Q1, and 3Q1, as well as the probability
of nonadiabatic crossing between the 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces.
Reduced dimensionality wave packet calculations, consider-
ing all the three excited potential energy surfaces, the corre-
sponding couplings between them, and the available transi-
tion moments, have been carried out. Although the
theoretical calculations reproduce the main experimental
trends qualitatively, there is a lack of quantitative agreement,
especially in the I�2P3/2� / I��2P1/2� branching ratios. The dis-
crepancies are explained in terms of small inaccuracies of the
available potential energy surfaces in a region of a very low
absorption cross section.
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